A MODERN BRICK SET IN TRADITION

INDUSTRIAL RUSTIC SERIES
Evolved through deep craft and long experience, Glen-Gery’s Industrial Rustic Series is a building element of superb visual power and versatility.

The appeal of this time-tested brick is unique, offering impressive choices in color, texture and pattern development. The historical reference is unmistakable and embodies the look of a product centuries old. This brick styles well with a wide range of projects from traditional, industrial, rustic and more. The creative potential of these unique Industrial Rustic products declare themselves across many designer visions.
Distinctive variation of hue and surface texture in the Industrial Rustic range of brick contribute to dramatic, memorable exteriors.
Series highlights:

The permanence of classic brick is beautifully expressed in the visual presentation of the Industrial Rustic Series. It's revealed in striking gradations of color, the depth created by richly multi-layered textured surfaces, and irregular tumbled appearance. The products from this range are available in full and thin brick as illustrated below.
Glen-Gery craftsmanship produces brick with design impact that's truly transformative.
The strength and tradition of brick from the Industrial Rustic range enable and inform projects with bold designs.
The visual richness of Industrial Rustic perfectly complements a modern aesthetic.
A product medley.

Rustic, charming and full of character. Each brick in the Industrial Rustic Series appears to have stood the test of time and, like a fine wine, has only gotten better with age. The products in this range have a story to tell and add unsurmountable character to anywhere they are used.

Catalog size: Standard (3 5/8" x 2 1/4" x 8") • Also available as thin brick (3/4" x 2 1/4" x 8").